Think of ITsavvy’s Advanced Solutions Group as your secret weapon:
• designing cloud strategies
• negotiating vendor contracts
• defending your network & data
• architecting engineered solutions
• managing your data center & print fleet
• syncing communications technologies

You’ll improve your competitive edge and reduce total cost of ownership.

Sure there’s more. Read on.
ITsavvy® CAN PROVIDE EXPERT KNOW-HOW, FRONTLINE EXPERIENCE AND PERSONALIZED CLIENT SUPPORT.

Our Advanced Solutions Group takes a holistic approach to IT management. By rolling all of your IT needs into a single provider, you’ll get a clearer understanding of your processes, equipment and environment. Web, phone, backup, cloud, remote management and data center support. We know it all, and we can deliver it all. With just one phone call.

THE ITsavvy DIFFERENCE

• Award-winning engineering staff
• 24x7x365 US-based support
• Vendor neutrality ensures the right solution for your operation
• Cloud, Security, UC, Managed Services & Engineered Solutions all from a single source
• Critical data migration and data center integration expertise
• Onsite Configuration Lab for ready-on-arrival solutions
• In-house Architecture, Implementation and Program Management expertise
• Comprehensive discovery and assessment process
**SECURITY SOLUTIONS**

It’s your data, not theirs.
Develop a robust security strategy with our layered approach to data protection.

- **Threat Intelligence** gains control and protects business critical information 24x7x365.
- **Network Security** protects networks, gateways, endpoints, servers, mobile devices and cloud.
- **Security Analysis & Security Compliance Analysis** help to reduce vulnerabilities.
- **Social Engineering** gives insight into user behavior with simulated attacks and training.
- **Dark Web Defense** what your business needs to know.

**ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS**

Turn-key deliverables.
Our Solutions Architects can design customized solutions to your specifications.

- **On-premises or offsite solutions** to storage, cabling, virtualization, messaging, networking, wireless, disaster recovery and backup.
- **Our Configuration Lab** does product prep work to ensure your devices are ready on arrival.
- **Advanced Engineered Solutions** include architecture, implementation and program management.

**UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS**

Calls, conferences, calendars in sync.
Communications solutions grow with you in the cloud, onsite, or a hybrid of both.

- **We negotiate contracts** to give you an edge on preferred client pricing.
- **Our US-based support team** is vendor-certified and available 24x7x365.
- **All the products you need** are available from 46 nationwide distribution centers, with 99% of in-stock items shipping the same day as ordered.

**CLOUD SOLUTIONS**

Rest assured in a secure cloud.
Cloud Solutions for reliability, recoverability, flexibility and opportunity with an eye on security.

- **savvyMail®** is our Hosted Exchange solution with 24x7x365 ITsavvy support.
- **savvyBackup® (BaaS)** automates backups with recoverability after an event.
- **savvyCloud® (IaaS)** moves servers and storage offsite for data redundancy.
- **savvyDesktop® (DaaS, VDI)** delivers enterprise applications anywhere, anytime.
- **Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity (DRaaS)** ensures mission-critical data is always accessible.
- **Public, Private & Hybrid Clouds** let you move to the Cloud on your terms, with AWS and Azure expertise.
- **Colocation** gives you meticulous offsite data control at any center in North America.

**MANAGED SERVICES**

Take back your workday.
US-based expertise monitors, manages and remediates to protect your IT investment.

- **savvyGuard® Managed NOC** delivers three-tiers of network oversight and event remediation.
- **savvyGuard Managed Help Desk** delivers user support from our U.S.-based team.
- **savvyGuard Managed Security** brings state-of-the-art threat intelligence and attack remediation.
- **Ransomware Protection** guards email, endpoints, firewalls, backups, access privileges and more.
- **Office 365 Support** offers 24x7x365 US-based technical support that you don't get from Microsoft.
- **savvyPrint®** is print fleet management with auto-fulfillment and onsite repairs.
Our solutions and services.

SECURITY SOLUTIONS
- Cybersecurity
  - Threat Intelligence
- Network Security
- Security Analysis
- Social Engineering
- Security Compliance Analysis
- Managed Security
- Dark Web Defense

MANAGED SERVICES SOLUTIONS
- savvyGuard®
  - Managed NOC
- Managed Help Desk
- Managed Security
- Ransomware Protection
- Office 365 Support
- savvyPrint®
  - MFPs/Copiers

CLOUD SOLUTIONS
- savvyMail®
- savvyBackup®
- savvyCloud®
- savvyDesktop®
- Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity
- Public, Private & Hybrid Cloud
- Colocation
- Data Center Solutions

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS
- Voice Products
  - Cisco
  - Mitel (ShoreTel)
  - RingCentral
  - SoTel
  - NEC
- Video Conferencing Products
- savvyBandwidth®

SERVICES
- Technology Refresh
- Custom IVR Development
- Business Analysis & System Design

ADVANCED SOLUTIONS GROUP SOLUTIONS
- IT & Business Assessments
- Program Management Office
- IT Lifecycle Management

WE EARN TOP RECOGNITION
- Tech Elite 250 – CRN
- Solution Provider 500 – CRN
- #1 in North America, Innovation in Specialist IT Solutions – CorporateLiveWire
- Best Tech Solutions Integration Services USA – CV Magazine Technology Innovator Awards
- A+ Rating For Zero Complaints – Better Business Bureau
- 10 Most Admired Companies in Cloud Computing – Insights Success Magazine

WE HAVE THE BEST CLIENTS
“The Advanced Solutions Group engineers are amazing. I even called them on a Sunday and they answered. Everyone is really good at what they do. Rather than just call over the phone, they will come down here when they need to and that personal service makes a big difference to us.”
Network Administrator, Healthcare Facility

“I did some research on ITsavvy and found out that they sold and did exactly what we wanted. I talked to our local EMC salesperson and heard good things about ITsavvy. After I made 3-4 calls to their clients and heard nothing but very positive comments I was sold.”
Senior Systems Engineer, Financial Institution

Who is ITsavvy?
We are, of course.

It’s our passion to deliver peace of mind. Learn more about ITsavvy’s integrated IT products and solutions:

855.ITsavvy
info@ITsavvy.com